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DES is a deep (i~24) 5-band (grizY) optical imaging survey of
5000 sq. degrees centered covering the South
Galactic Cap region.
Primary Science Goal:
Use a combination of ‘geometric’ (Supernovae Ia, BAO)
and ‘growth of structure’ (weak lensing, galaxy cluster)
techniques to constrain cosmological parameters, and
use these observations to validate or discover tensions with
cosmological model such as Lambda CDM.
DES observations on the 4m Blanco at CTIO with DECam
span some 555 nights over nearly 6 years, ending
tomorrow (1/9/2019 – celebrations underway on the mountaintop).

Precise CMB (WMAP, Planck) measurements, sampling the
structure of the universe at z~1100, give us cosmological parameters
in a Lambda CDM model with percent-level precision.
DES aims to provide a complementary,independent view of many
of these same parameters based on distance and scale
measurements at lower redshift (0.1 < z < 1.5). DES is especially
good at constraining the Omega-M sigma-8 parameter combination
independently of the CMB measurements.
Many of the early (Y1-Y3) DES results are out and some are very
interesting! You will hear about some of these shortly in the
upcoming presentations by our DES colleagues.
We give two basic reasons for the early and on-going success of DES:

Why is DES such a powerful survey?
1. DES, with its deep red filter imaging, has
depth often 2 magnitudes
fainter than SDSS, excels in detecting
higher redshift galaxy clusters (0.6 < z < 0.9)
and beyond. This gives DES leverage to
constrain the sigma-8 basic cosmological
parameter indicating growth of structure.
Top to bottom:
Redshift z=0.6 cluster (orange)
Redshift z=0.8 cluster (red, DES sensitivity)

Redshift z=0.35 cluster (yellow,
typical of SDSS depth)
Tile: DES2340-6331 (credit: E. Sheldon, DES)

2. DES scientists have undertaken an important research program
to understand the systematics, especially in:
A. characterization of the PSF,
B. photometric calibration at the sub-percent level,
C. combining data from multiple observation of the same
objects taken under different conditions,
D. making optimal quality cuts, excluding junk
E. exploring photometric redshift systematics.
All of these have proven necessary to get the most out
of the DES dataset.
As DES learns from this research, it is applied to the data and
the techniques and resulting measurements are shared with
the community.

A. SV (Year 0) Galaxy
sample used for
weak lensing analysis,
after quality, PSF cuts,
is only a fraction of
total galaxy sample.
Year 1, Year 3 and Year 6
catalogs are be able
to use a greater fraction
of a much larger sample.
Essential for weak-lensing
cosmology.
Credit: Jarvis, Sheldon, Zuntz,
Kacprzak, Bridle et al.
2016 MNRAS 460, 2245.

B. Photometric calibration of Year 3 (DR1) DES compared with
Gaia, 1-sigma of 6.6 mmag relative photometry
(split between DES and Gaia). Essential for galaxy cluster id,
photo-z, SN calib and stellar science.
Credit: Burke, Rykoff et al. 2018 AJ 155, 41

C. A very old problem in astronomical data analysis:
How to optimally measure the flux, size and shape
of a faint galaxy (extended source) in a noisy environment?
Related issues:
How to combine many measurements
of the same galaxy optimally when that galaxy has neighbors
and when the multiple measurements are
Obtained with different PSFs?
Current DES algorithm: ngmix+Multi-Object Fit
(MOF) algorithm of Becker, M, Sheldon,
Huff, Jarvis, with restricted galaxy CMODEL
concept of Lupton, Gunn (SDSS) and others.

Ref (partial): Drlica-Wagner et al. 2018 ApJS 235,2 section 6.3

D. & E.
Photo-z bias and quality cut
systematic algorithmic
work continues following Year
1 cosmology papers to
Year 3 (and Year 6).
Other DES science:
Milky Way science (dwarfs,
Streams)
Solar system objects
(see upcoming talk)

DES Data Access: DES data is all being released publicly.
Currently available (Jan 2019): https://des.ncsa.illinois.edu
1. Raw DECam exposures SV-Y5. (NOAO Science Archive)
2. Detrended Y1-Y4 single epoch exposures (NOAO SA)
3. Science Validation (Year 0) Gold release (NCSA archive)
4. Year 1 Gold released (Cosmology ready science, Y3Supernovae products):
NCSA archive
5. Data Release 1 (DR1) with coadd images and catalogs from Y1-Y3:
NCSA Archive: 5000 sq deg, 10000 coadd tiles, 300M galaxies, 80M stars
NOAO Data labs (cross match to other surveys: SDSS, Gaia etc)

DES-Brazil Linea Science Server: Navigate Images, overlay detects

DES Data Access (con’t): Still to come (dates are estimates):
Raw DECam exposures Y6 (Feb 2020)
Detrended Y5-Y6 single epoch exposures: Mar 2020
Data Release 2 (DR2) with coadd images and basic catalogs from Y1-Y6:
~Mar 2021
Y3, Y6 Gold (Cosmology ready catalogs, PSFs, MOF parameters, MCMC
chains): 2021-2022

The Dark Energy Survey is producing valuable precision cosmology
Constraints and state-of-the-art tests of the standard Lambda
CDM paradigm.
A lot of great work on basic astronomical data analysis
algorithms gets the most out of the deep wide field multiband optical
DES data and will serve future surveys (i.e. LSST).
DES data is being released in stages: already (full-footprint) DR1 and
(cosmology ready) Y1 Gold releases are available publicly:
https://des.ncsa.illinois.edu
Enjoy!

